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Abstract—Pretilt angle and cell thickness are two extremely im-
portant parameters in predicting the behavior of vertically aligned 
negative nematic liquid crystal (LC) displays. The accurate es-
timation of pretilt angle and cell thickness is not a trivial task 
when these devices work in reflective mode, as in liquid crystal on 
silicon (LCOS) vertically aligned nematic (VAN) displays. Usual 
experimental setups are based on the proportionality between the 
retardation of the polarization components of the incident light 
and the product effective birefringence times thickness. However, 
any attempt to separate the two product variables is cancelled 
out by symmetry from reflection. This work shows a relatively 
simple method capable of separating both variables, allowing 
accurate, independent measurements of pretilt and thickness, 
as well as other configurations details, such as residual twist. 
A simulation model based on the properties of actual reflective 
displays has been developed. An experimental setup specifically 
designed for measuring LCOS VAN cells has been prepared. Ini-
tial comparisons between experimental measurements of intensity 
and theoretical results showed some discrepancies that could be 
explained assuming that the LC profile contains a residual twist 
from the manufacturing process. Including that twist in the model, 
an excellent agreement between theory and experiment has been 
achieved. Matching simulations and experimental results yield 
separate determinations of pretilt angle and thickness, and give 
good estimates for the residual twist angle. 
Index Terms—Liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS), pretilt angle, 
reflective display, twist angle, vertically aligned nematic (VAN). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
V ERTICALLY aligned nematic (VAN) liquid crystal (LC) displays with negative dielectric anisotropy have become 
popular in direct-view display applications [1]. These materials 
working in reflective mode are also one of the most common 
choices for high-end projection microdisplays in projection de-
vices [2], where VANs are usually driven by an active-matrix 
silicon backplane [liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS)]. 
A negative dielectric anisotropy is the main characteristic of 
VAN materials, which means that LC molecules will be oriented 
perpendicularly to any applied electric field above threshold. 
If the induced alignment were strictly vertical, the LC molec-
ular reorientation in an electric field perpendicular to the cell's 
outer plates would be undetermined since any position within 
the plane normal to the field would be energetically equivalent. 
Moreover, the response time could be dramatically worsened 
because the electric torque is null for pure vertical alignment. 
These issues are customarily solved by the induction of a certain 
pretilt angle in the vertical orientation [3], favoring a specific 
switching plane and speeding up the switching time. Neverthe-
less, inducing a pretilt has also a drawback: due to the molecules 
inclination the relaxed state becomes birefringent and the con-
trast decays drastically as pretilt increases. Therefore, the cor-
rect and precise choice of pretilt angle is a trade-off when de-
signing actual LCOS VAN devices. It follows that accurate mea-
surement of pretilt in actual working devices—and their spatial 
homogeneity across the cell—is extremely important. 
With this objective of accurately measuring the pretilt angle, 
several techniques have been proposed and applied [4]-[7] such 
as the magnetic null method, the crystal rotation technique, the 
polarizer rotation method, and the phase retardation measure-
ment method. All of them are accurate and reliable for pretilt 
angle measurements in transmissive mode. 
However, measuring the pretilt angle in reflective VAN cells 
like LCOS is a more complex task. The problem is that the bire-
fringence measured at normal incidence is proportional both 
to the effective birefringence and to the cell thickness. Two 
methods [8]—[12] proposed for measuring pretilt in these condi-
tions suffer from problems in measuring the photodetector dark 
current and in normalizing the incident light. Accurate measure-
ments, on the other hand, become a difficult task since pretilt 
must be measured in the absence of perturbations like applied 
voltage. Optical measurements of normal or oblique light re-
flected by the LCOS VAN cell between crossed polarizers in the 
absence of voltage are extremely low—after all, this is equiva-
lent to measuring the dark state transmission of a commercial 
LCOS VAN, a device characterized, among other features, by a 
high contrast. 
If these two variables—effective birefringence and thick-
ness—could be separated, pretilt could be derived from 
birefringence. In this work, we describe in detail a procedure 
capable of separating the thickness and pretilt dependences. 
The procedure is based on simultaneous acquisitions of normal 
and oblique incident light beams of a rotating sample [13]. 
Simultaneous acquisition does not overcome the problem of 





Fig. 2. Sketch of experimental setup shown above. Either normal or oblique 
beams are alternatively blocked before reaching the photodetector. 
low light intensity levels, but provides a procedure to test 
the validity of fitting parameters by comparing the results of 
independent acquisitions. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A picture and a sketch of the experimental setup are shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. A single polarized laser beam 
is split into two beams after reinforcing the polarization in a 
Glan-Taylor prism. The LCOS VAN cell is placed in a 5-axis 
PC-controlled micropositioning system. One of the beams im-
pinges normally to the LCOS VAN surface. The other beam is 
brought to a mirror for oblique incidence of a controlled angle 
7. The x — y — z — p — 9 5-axis system has several functions: 1) to 
allow the precise positioning of the sample, so that both beams 
impinge onto the same point; 2) to ease repositioning when inci-
dent (zenithal) angle 7 is modified; 3) to select different X, Y re-
gions of the sample in order to check the spatial homogeneity of 
the measurements, and 4) to allow rotation about the azimuthal 
angle, hence a full set of measurements can be sequentially col-
lected. Both beams are brought to the same photodetector with 
the same incidence. The light path of either beam is alternatively 
shuttered by a mechanical chopper, so that only one of the beams 
reaches the detector at any given time. 
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
A. Description of the System 
The mathematical model is based on the Extended Jones 
matrix theory [14], and has been developed in Maple 10. The 
model includes the effects of interfaces and oblique incidence 
in the impinging beam intensity. Cell is rotating about the point 
where light impinges on, and the incidence angle may vary 
from normal incidence to any angle 7 from the normal axis. 
The coordinate system and angles employed in the model are 
shown in Fig. 3. All referenced angles (ft, 7,0, p) are internal 
angles, e.g., 7 is the angle of the incident light after crossing the 
glass-LC interface. The cell plates are onto the XY plane and 
Z-axis is normal to the surface. The pretilt angle ft is the angle 
that is being measured. Rotation of the cell about the Z-axis is 
defined by ip, while 6 is the difference between 7 and ft. N is 
the LC director vector, forming an angle ft already defined with 
normal Z. K is the propagation vector of the incident beam 
forming an angle 7 already defined with normal Z. 
The starting point for this mathematical model is the defini-
tion of a generic refractive index ellipsoid representing the LC 
molecule 
n0 sin;/ cos u 
ellipsoid = n0sin;/sinw (1) 
necos v 
where v and u are the ellipsoid parametric latitude and longi-
tude, respectively. 
The ellipsoid orientation is determined by the pretilt angle in-
clination ft and the rotation ip about the Z-axis that the cell will 
experience. RotZ(p) is the rotation function about the Z-axis 
RotZ(p) 
cos ip sin ip 0 
— sin <p cos (p 0 
0 0 1 
(2) 
The inclination due to the pretilt angle is given by RotY(-ft) 
function 
RotY(-ft) 
cos ft 0 — sin ft 
0 1 0 
sin ft 0 cos ft 
(3) 
T^eiiipsoid represents the LC molecule with the rotation (p and 
the inclination ft already applied as shown in (4) at the bottom 
of the page. In order to simplify the mathematical expressions, 
the coordinate system is rotated. Defining new axes X', Y' and 
TR, ellipsoid 
cos <p cos ft • n0 sin v cos u + sin ip • n0 sin v sin u — cos <p sin ft • ne cos v 
— sin ip cos ft • n0 sin u cos u + cos ip • n0 sin v sin u + sin p sin ft • nc cos v 














Fig. 3. Coordinate system. 
Z', the oblique incident light is now perpendicular to the new 
plane X'Y' . 
Ro tY [7] induces a rotation equivalent to 7 angle previously 
defined as the angle of the incident beam with the Z-axis of the 
initial coordinate system 
RotYfr) = 
cos 7 0 sin 7 
0 1 0 
— sin 7 0 cos 7 
(5) 
Ci?Ti?eiiiPsoid is the redefined LC molecular ellipsoid in this 
new coordinate system. 
CRTRempsoid = R o t F ( 7 ) • TR 
ellipsoid 
(6) 
As defined in the presentation of the coordinate system, N is 
the pretilt director vector, which is a unit vector following the 
pretilt angle direction 
N = 
sin /3 cos (p 
sin (3 sin cp 
cos/? 
(7) 
K is the propagation vector of the impinging beam, which is a 
unit vector and follows the direction of the incident light after 






Theta 9 is the angle between N and K, obtained as the in-
verse cosine of the vector product of these two unit vectors 
0 = cos 1 [cos 7 cos (3 + sin 7 cos tp sin (3]. (9) 
The orthogonal components of the electric field of the im-
pinging light beam, for any given oblique incidence, are parallel 
to the orientations of the LC ordinary index n0 and to an effec-
tive index neff, generically defined as 
™eff = " 
/cos£ 2 s in£ 2 
(10) 
V Ue K 
where ^ is the polar angle between incident beam and 
extraordinary axis. 
The effective index expressed in terms of predefined angles 
looks like (11) at the bottom of the page. From this effective 
index, effective birefringence (An) , as "seen" by the incident 
light, is defined as the difference between neff and the ordinary 
index nn 
An = neff (12) 
The cell is to be rotated about the Z axis. A negative gamma 
( - 7 ) rotation is applied to the molecular director vector N; 
this is equivalent to a positive 7 rotation about the axis. N is 
the new director vector in the rotated coordinate system where 
the incident beam is normal to the X'Yf plane 
N 
cos 7 sin (3 cos ip — sin 7 cos (3 
sin (3 sin cp 
cos 7 cos (3 + sin 7 cos tp sin (3 
(13) 
In the case of a null pretilt (/3 = 0), the newly defined director 
vector depends only on 7 
N'{(3 = 0) 




tanum is defined as the ratio between the y and x components 
of the new vector N , with a minus sign affecting the all expres-
sion. Applying the arctangent function to the defined variable 
tanum, the angle a formed by the projection of N on the new 
X'Y' plane normal to the impinging light with changed sign is 
obtained 
tanum = — 
sin (3 sin (p 
cos 7 sin (3 cos cp — sin 7 cos f3 
a — t a n - 1 {tanum). 
(15) 
(16) 
B. Single Path Intensity Plots 
Let us first consider the case of a transmissive cell, where the 
incident beam only travels once across the LC medium before 
reaching the detector. The intensity of the impinging beam is 
defined as IntenO 
IntenO = sin(—2a)2 sin (17) 
^ef f 
1 1 — [cos 7 cos (3 + sin 7 cos tp sin /3]
2
 [cos 7 cos j3 + sin 7 cos <p sin f3]2 (11) 
TABLE I 
VALUES USED IN SOME SIMULATIONS WITH 1 ° PRETILT 
y = 0 
P = TI/180 
n e=1.65 
n 0 =1.5 
L = 1 . 3 
A, = 544 
bk = 2-l(T6 
impinging beam is perpendicular to the XYplane 
radians corresponding to 1 °pretilt angle 
extraordinary refractive index 
ordinary refractive index 
cell thickness in jum 
wavelength in nm 
background intensity of incident light 
where 6 is the delay between the electric field components of 
the light beam: 
IntenO = sin(—2a)2 sin 7r • An • L 
A 
with An as the effective birefringence defined in (12) and L as 
the cell thickness. 
Assigning the specific values shown in Table I. to the free 
variables of IntenO, the intensity plot presented in Fig. 4 is 
obtained by the simulation model. 
For normal incidence a classical symmetrical four-leaf clover 
response is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4. The light intensity is 
very low, as shown in the figure. Increasing the incidence angle 
with respect to the normal, two of the petals vanish out and the 
curve loses its vertical symmetry. The maximum value of the 
detected intensity increases with the incidence angle, and the 
four-leaf clover becomes a hunched eight shown in Fig. 5. 
C. Double Path Intensity Plots 
Let us now consider the double path case, corresponding to 
reflective displays such as LCOS VANs. With two optical paths 
the intensity expression derived for two crossed polarizers is not 
applicable. Instead, two sequential retarders must be considered 
to simulate the LC action. One corresponds to 7 = 70 and the 
other to 7 = 70 + 180°. Also a and An are different in the 
incident and reflected paths. The delay induced by the double 
path of the cell depends on birefringence, sample thickness, and 
wavelength 
27r • An • L 
A ' (19) 
Fig. 4. Polar plot of light intensity in a transmissive cell with 1° pretilt. The 
/1 o\ circle is a reference value 4 • 10 - 6 for every rotating angle tp, showing the 
extremely low transmission of the cell. 
Birefringence for the first path is called Ani, and depends on 
(po, that is, the value assigned to the incidence angle 7, shown 
in (20) at the bottom of the page. An2 is the birefringence for 
the return path after reflection on the mirror surface. In this case, 
7 = 70 -f 180 as shown in (21) at the bottom of the page. 
The corresponding expression for the defined variable a (16) 
in the case of the incident path will be OL\ , the same as in trans-
missive cells 
OL\ — — tan 
sin (3 sin ip (22) 
_ cos 7 sin (3 cos cp — sin 7 cos (3 _ 
The variable in the return path after reflection is called a2 and 
looks like 
a2 = tan - 1 
sin (3 sin ip (23) 
- cos 7 sin (3 cos (p — sin 7 cos (3 
Rot 22} (a) matrix is a function that induces a rotation. It de 
pends on a according to the following expression: 
Rot2L>(a) = cos a - s i n a 
sin a cos a 
(24) 
The reflective mirror surface of the cell is represented by the 
mirr function. 
mirr = 
- 1 0 
0 1 (25) 
Ani = 
N 





1 — [cos 7 cos (3 — sin 7 cos ip sin f3]2 [cos 7 cos (3 — sin 7 cos ip sin (3] 
0 T~ o 
(21) 
xlO"' 
Fig. 5. Transmissive intensity for oblique incidence 7 = 5 ° with different pretilts: a) 3 = 1 °, b) j3 = 2 °, c) j3 = 3 °, d) j3 = 5 °. Note that scales for relative 
intensities are different. All axis values are normalized light intensity -10 - 6 . 
Fig. 6. Double path intensity for a pretilt 3 = 8° 
are normal incidence 7 = 0°, 7 = 17°, and 7 = 
normalized light intensity 4 • 1 0 - 6 . 
Smaller to larger curves 
25°. All axis values are 
The retardation induced by the birefringence of the LC mate-
rial is given by the rctd function that depends on both the length 





Assuming an impinging vertically polarized beam [®] at the 
input of a reflective cell, the output intensity is calculated from 
the following expression: 
Jout =Rot'2D(-a2) • retd(62) • Rot2D(a2) 
• mirr • Rot2D(ai) • retd(tfi) • Ro t2D(-a i ) 0" 
1 
(27) 
Fig. 6 shows the intensity plots corresponding to this double 
path case by assigning the values specified in Table I to the vari-
ables of the Jout expression. The value of the incidence angle 
7 is varied from 0° to 25°. 
The output intensity curve starts as a four-leaf clover for 
a normal incident beam. The petals open up and grow as the 
impinging angle increases resulting in a deformed 8-shape for 
higher values of 7. Increasing 7 further gives a much larger 
perfect 8-shape. The vertical and horizontal symmetries are 
maintained all the time due to the symmetry induced by the 
internal reflection. An interesting point is that the 7 value for 
the transition of the four-leaf clover to the deformed 8-shape 
is closely related to the pretilt value (Fig. 7). This point will 
be eventually used to apply the model to the derivation of 
experimental data. 
D. Residual Twist 
Using the above described model, and the experimental setup 
already shown, several attempts of fitting experimental results 
and model predictions were carried out, probing different 
regions of four SXGA commercial LCOS VANs provided by 
Gemidis, Zwijnaarde, Belgium. However, the fitting was found 
to be unfeasible in most cases, for experimental data showed 
asymmetries that could not be corrected by optimization of the 
setup. Then the setup validity was checked using aluminized 
VAN test cells manufactured in our lab. In this case, sym-
metric experimental curves were obtained, and fittings were 
feasible. Consequently, the existence of specific features in the 
manufacturing process of commercial LCOS VANs resulting 
in variations of the LC configuration appeared to be the most 
realistic explanation. 
These discrepancies could be explained assuming the induc-
tion of a residual twist p during the manufacturing process. The 
value of this residual twist turned out to be very small (between 
l°-3°), yet it has a dramatic effect on the shape of intensity 
curves. The origin of this residual twist—if ultimately demon-
strated—is not known. A possible explanation could come up 
from the intrinsic asymmetry of LCOS VAN cells. The outer 
plates (aluminized silicon and silica) are dissimilar. It is pos-
sible that the same surface conditioning (Si02 angular deposi-
tion) applied to different surfaces results in slightly different LC 
alignments. Anyhow, this issue deserves a more detailed study. 
To include the residual twist effect in the simulation model a 
new function retdrotr is defined incorporating the retardation 
and the rotation (7 and p) 
retdrotr 
i(¥L) 






y = 0° y = 17° y = 25° 
Fig. 7. Transition from four-leaf clover curve to deformed 8-shape for different pretilts. Note that relative intensity scales are different in rows and columns. All 
axis values are normalized light intensity 4 • 10~6. 
The corresponding matrix to a birefringent and optically ac-
tive cell is MO [15]. 
M0 = cos w + j -
p sin w 
p smw COS W — J-
(29) 
Substituting in MO the variable w by its value = 
(l/2)-y/4p2 + S2, M(p,6) matrix is obtained, as shown in 
(30) at the at bottom of the page. 
The output intensity obtained after the incident and reflected 
paths through the cell will be calculated from the following 
expression: 
Jout = Rot2D(-2p) • Rot2D(-a2) • M(<52, p) • Rot2D(u2) 
• m i r r - R o t 2 D ( a i ) - M ( 6 i , - p ) - R o t 2 D ( - a i ) -
(3D 
Table II shows the values employed in the following simula-
tions, including residual twist. 
The delay due to the incident path is represented by <*>i, and 
the delay experienced by the light in the reflected path is 82, as 
shown in (32) and (33) at the bottom of the next page. 
Fig. 8 shows the curve for normal incidence as indicated in 
Table II. Again a four-leaf clover is obtained. Fig. 9 illustrates 
the cases where the incidence angle is varied from 6.5° to 25°. 
From these simulated intensity curves, using the Solver 
Excel plug-in, the known variables (7 = angle of incidence, 
ne, n0) are fixed and the remaining (L = thickness, 
(3 = angle of pretilt, p = residual twist) are adjusted in 
the simulated curve to fit the measurements. As a reference to 
verify that the calculated values are correct, the same parame-
ters are applied to the normal incidence curve. 
E. Simulations and Results 
Once the residual twist was included in the model, a number 
of simulation runs were executed (Figs. 10-12) applying dif-
ferent residual twists for the same set of incidence angles and 
M(p,6) = 
c o s ( | v V + <$2)+J i (^yV+g
2 ) 
2 p s i n ( i ^ / 4 p 2 + < 5 2 ) 
Vv+«2 
cosly4pZ + 8*)-j 
2 p s m ( i y / 4 p 2 + < 5 2 ) 
V4P2+«2 
d s i n ( ± ^ / 4 p 2 + < S 2 ) 
V 4P 2+* 2 
(30) 
Fig. 8. Double path intensity for normal incidence including residual twist. 
Using the parameters indicated in Table II. All axis values are normalized light 
intensity 4 • 10~6. 
TABLE II 
VALUES ADOPTED IN SIMULATIONS USING RESIDUAL TWIST 
7 = 0 original impinging beam is perpendicular to the XYplane 
3n 
P = radians corresponding to 3°pretilt angle 
n 
p = Tj-rr- radians corresponding to 1° residual twist 
ne = 1.65 extraordinary index 
n0 = 1.5 ordinary index 
L = 1.6 cell thickness in jum 
X = 543 wavelength in nm 
bk= 2-10" normalized background intensity of incident light 
pretilts. As seen in the figures, even a residual twist as small 
as p = 1° introduces remarkable asymmetry on the otherwise 
symmetric transmission curves. This fact makes feasible the fit-
ting of asymmetric experimental data to the transmission pre-
dicted by the model, thus allowing the calculation of relevant 
parameters. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
As mentioned above, the model has been tested for valida-
tion using experimental measurements. The procedure was as 
follows. First a set of about 5000 points were recorded while the 
cell performed a full rotation about the Z axis. The acquisition 
was averaged for several rotations and the background signal 
was subtracted. Then data were averaged angularly by gathering 
groups of 6-8 contiguous points of raw data and assigning the 
1 1 , 0 W > -
\ 50°: 
X4-10"6 
• ^ o o b v ^ j ^ 1,000 
-sotTN 
- 1 , 0 0 0 ^ 
- 1 , 5 0 0 ^ 
\. 
X410"6 
Fig. 9. Double path intensity for oblique incidence including residual twist, (a) 
7 = 6.25°. (b)7 = 12.5°. (c) 7 = 18.75°. (d) 7 = 25°. Note that scales are 
different. All axis values are normalized light intensity 4 • 10 ~6. 
average to the central angle. Two data sets were acquired simul-
taneously on every experiment, one corresponding to a selected 
oblique incidence and the other to normal incidence. 
A nonlinear least-squares fitting of oblique data, using 
Solver, was performed. The adjusted variables were cell thick-
ness, pretilt and residual twist angle. Once convergence was 
achieved, the found values were substituted in the model ex-
pression for normal incidence and the predicted transmission 
was compared to actual experimental data without performing 
any correction. The fit is accepted if a good agreement is 
obtained for both curves with the same values. 
Fig. 13 is an example of experimental validation. An LCOS 
VAN commercial cell (ne = 1.5595, nQ = 1.4775) was mea-
sured with a laser wavelength A = 543 nm, and an incidence 
angle 7 = 7.51° (Fig. 13, top). The normal incidence curve 
(Fig. 13, bottom) was acquired at the same time. The oblique 
data showed a noticeable asymmetry that marred any attempt of 
fitting unless residual twist is considered. Convergence of the 
2L 
61 =• N 
1 — (sin 7 cos ip sin j3 + cos 7 cos /3) (sin 7 cos if sin (3 + cos 7 cos (3) 
A cos 7 
(32) 
2L 
62 =• \ 
1 — (sin 7 cos (p sin f3 + cos 7 cos j3)2 (— sin 7 cos cp sin (3 + cos 7 cos (3) 
A cos 7 (33) 
Residual twist p = 1° 
7 = 0° 7 = 8° 7 = 17° 7 = 25° 
Fig. 10. Effect of residual twist on trasmission curves for different incidence angle and pretilts (I). All axis values are normalized light intensity 4-10 6 . 
Residual twist p = 3° 
7 = 0° 7 = 8° 7 = 17° 7 = 25° 
Fig. 11. Effect of residual twist on trasmission curves for different incidence angle and pretilts (II). All axis values are normalized light intensity 4-10 6 . 
y = 0° 
Residual twist p = 5° 
y = 8° y = 17° y = 25° 
Fig. 12. Effect of residual twist on trasmission curves for different incidence angle and pretilt (III). All axis values are normalized light intensity 4 • 10" 
Normal 
incidence 
Fig. 13. Validation of the model with experimental data. (ne 1.5595, nc 1.4775, and A = 543 nm). 
nonlinear least-squares fit of oblique data, gave the following 
set of parameters: 
Thickness = 2.4 fj,m Pretilt = 2.84° 
Residual twist = 2.26° 
The same values were used to plot the normal incidence curve 
(bottom) superimposed to the experimental data. As seen in the 
figures, a good matching between calculated and experimental 
data is achieved in both cases. 
If required, the above model could be extended to variable 
pretilt or residual twist throughout the cell. This would require 
splitting the LC layer into as many slices as required for the 
model to accurately describe the tilt or twist profile. 
V. CONCLUSION 
A conceptually simple optical procedure for variable sep-
aration in LCOS VAN displays has been demonstrated. The 
procedure allows accurate measurements beyond tolerances 
of relevant parameters such as sample thickness and induced 
pretilt. An independent parameter, assigned to a residual twist, 
has proved to be necessary to account for asymmetries in ex-
perimental transmission curves. Data validation is achieved by 
comparing data for normal or different oblique incidences with 
their corresponding model plots, employing the same adjusted 
parameters in all cases. 
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